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When a tarot card reading reveals an evil

secret from biblical times. Mila, an

orphaned Gypsy, is forced to confront his

true destiny. When he recklessly ignores

the prophecy, an evil twist of fate brings

two Americans into his world. Casey, an

heiress, along with Jack her ingenious

companion, both stranded in Berlin by

mysterious circumstances.

The three teens accidentally plunge into a

world of dark secrets within Berlin's

abandoned underground tunnels. There,

they uncover a lost artifact once wielded

by the Nazis that awakens an evil force.

Looking to possess these powers, a

sinister cult unleashes a shadow army to

hunt for this holy relic. Mila and his new

friends must flee to escape certain death

and are now burden with unlocking the

mysteries of the artifact's lost history,

which promises to uncover Hitler's unholy

vengeance against the Gypsies.

"YOU ARE SPECIAL MILA . . .
YOU HAVE BEEN CHOSEN. "



For centuries, the Romani people have

longed for a hero - a role model - who they

could look up to... one who can inspire a

sense of pride for those who have been

marginalized for so long.

WHAT IF
HARRY POTTER
WAS A GYPSY?

We invite you to enter the world of a Romani hero, in the new Young Adult fantasy

novel:

Where a hero rises from poverty and oppression with one mission... To inspire the

Romani people to believe that anything is possible.

THE LAST OF THE MAGI

The Romani people, haven't had

representation or positive role models to

inspire too. They are still being portrayed in

many of the same ways as in the past: as

thieves, fortune tellers, vagabonds... That is,

until now. 

Romani Media Initiative (RMI) is

revolutionizing the way that Romani

characters are presented in film, TV, books,

and other forms of entertainment. 

With the publishing of “The Last of the Magi,”

G.S. Eli has created a Romani hero from his 
experiences growing up as a Rom in the United States. His film, “The Search for the 4th

Nail,” also dispels the centuries-old stereotypes of the Romani people. It continues to

be shown on campuses across the U.S., and he is invited as a guest speaker to discuss

Romani issues.



I found it impossible to put
down. If you're looking for an
action-packed, page-turner:
look no further, you've come
to the right place. Not a dull
moment to be found!

I couldn’t put this book down.
It had my attention the whole
way though. It’s also
intriguing to learn about a
culture not often written
about, Roma! 
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George

George Eli is an American Rom who grew up in a

traditional Romani family in the United States. As

a child, he was taught that the Romani people

must remain separate from the outside world.

However, as he grew into adulthood, George

realized that his deep Romani traditions and the

ancient and mystical teachings of spiritual

therapy could help others. So, for more than 10

years, he has helped hundreds of clients reach

their goals and lasting spiritual understanding

and wellness to live their best life.

www.enlightenmentswestport.com

lastofthemagi22@gmail.com
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